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ABSTRACT
A 16 bit floating point (FP) Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) was designed and
implemented in 0.35µm CMOS technology. Typical uses of the 16 bit FP ALU include
graphics processors and embedded multimedia applications.
The ALU of the modern microprocessors use a fused multiply add (FMA) design
technique. An advantage of the FMA is to remove the need for a comparator which is
required for a normal FP adder. The FMA consists of a multiplier, shifters, adders and
rounding circuit. A fast multiplier based on the Wallace tree configuration was designed.
The number of partial products was greatly reduced by the use of the modified booth
encoder. The Wallace tree was chosen to reduce the number of reduction layers of partial
products. The multiplier also involved the design of a pass transistor based 4:2
compressor. The average delay of the pass transistor based compressor was 55ps and was
found to be 7 times faster than the full adder based 4:2 compressor. The shifters consist
of separate left and right shifters using multiplexers. The shift amount is calculated using
the exponents of the three operands.
The addition operation is implemented using a carry skip adder (CSK). The
average delay of the CSK was 1.05ns and was slower than the carry look ahead adder by
about 400ps. The advantages of the CSK are reduced power, gate count and area when
compared to the similar sized carry look ahead adder. The adder computes the addition of
the multiplier result and the shifted value of the addend.
In most modern computers, division is performed using software thereby
eliminating the need for a separate hardware unit. FMA hardware unit was utilized to
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perform FP division. The FP divider uses the Newton Raphson algorithm to solve
division by iteration. The initial approximated value with five bit accuracy was assumed
to be pre-stored in cache memory and a separate clock cycle for cache read was assumed
before the start of the FP division operation. In order to significantly reduce the area of
the design, only one multiplier was used. Rounding to nearest technique was
implemented using an 11 bit variable CSK adder. This is the best rounding technique
when compared to other rounding techniques. In both the FMA and division, rounding
was performed after the computation of the final result during the last clock cycle of
operation.
Testability analysis is performed for the multiplier which is the most complex and
critical part of the FP ALU. The specific aim of testability was to ensure the correct
operation of the multiplier and thus guarantee the correctness of the FMA circuit at the
layout stage. The multiplier‟s output was tested by identifying the minimal number of
input vectors which toggle the inputs of the 4:2 compressors of the multiplier. The test
vectors were identified in a semi automated manner using Perl scripting language. The
multiplier was tested with a test set of thirty one vectors. The fault coverage of the
multiplier was found to be 90.09%.
The layout was implemented using IC station of Mentor Graphics CAD tool and
resulted in a chip area of 1.96mm2. The specifications for basic arithmetic operations
were met successfully. FP Division operation was completed within six clock cycles. The
other arithmetic operations like FMA, FP addition, FP subtraction and FP multiplication
were completed within three clock cycles.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The ALU represents the heart of the modern day computer which is a dedicated
unit for performing arithmetic computations. The importance was outlined when it was
proposed as a separate entity in the Von Neumann architecture. The ALU has evolved
over the past few decades and has kept pace with advancements in the formats of
numbering systems. The floating point ALU is used to perform scientific computations
and graphics processing.
The fused multiply add unit is used to implement basic floating point arithmetic
operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Various architectures
are available to compute the fused multiply add operations. A half precision floating
point ALU was designed with the available set of standard/custom cells to meet the
specifications.
Thesis specificat ion
The design a of half precision floating point ALU that computes the arithmetic
operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division was given as the thesis
specification.
Hardware compatible with FMA4 instruction set is specified. Half precision (16
bits) was implemented in this thesis because any increase in the operand size merely
results in an increase in the size of the computational blocks. The method of computation
is the same irrespective of the size of the operands. Inputs to the FP ALU are assumed to
be normalized values with a hidden bit set as „1‟.
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The specification set the goal for addition, subtraction and multiplication as three
clock cycles and the architecture for implementing the FMA as the IBM RS/6000.
FP division is the most complex among the basic arithmetic operations. The
specification set the goal for FP division at a maximum of seven clock cycles. Five bit
accuracy was used for the initial look up table. Thus 32 rows of memory are required to
store the initial look up value in the cache. A single clock cycle for memory access was
assumed before the actual computation for division. For simplicity, a single row of 11
bits of approximated value was stored in the memory using D registers.
A final step of rounding was performed all the above mentioned operations.
Rounding to nearest technique was implemented to perform the rounding operation.
Chapter overview
The first chapter defines the thesis specification and provides a basic introduction
about the ALU. The arithmetic operations that are completed as part of the thesis are
briefly mentioned.
The second chapter briefly narrates the representation of half precision floating
point numbers, various rounding techniques used in floating point operations and also the
special numbers encountered in the 16 bit floating point representation.
The third chapter describes the FMA architecture used in this thesis. Operations
like FP addition, FP subtraction and FP multiplication are implemented using the FMA
architecture.
The fourth chapter describes the circuits used for the FMA. The choices of
designs which were considered as part of the thesis are briefly mentioned. Components
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like multiplier, adder, left/right shifters, leading zero counter and rounding logic are
explained in this chapter.
Chapter five deals with the implementation of FMA. The operation of FMA is
explained with a clock cycle based approach.
Chapter six deals with the implementation of FP division. The techniques for
division are briefly mentioned. FP division is implemented using the existing FMA
hardware unit.
The seventh chapter discusses the testability of the multiplier. The proper
functioning of the multiplier will ensure the correctness of the FMA result.
The last chapter reports the simulation results of all operations. Layout and timing
diagram using IC station of Mentor Graphics and EZwave are presented. The results of
overflow and underflow FP exceptions are also presented for FMA and FP division. The
theoretical background of exceptions is discussed in the second chapter.
The appendices describe the basic floating point number system, the various
architectures in FMA, an example of capacitance calculation and the layout of the
complete chip.
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CHAPTER TWO
FLOATING POINT NUMBER SYSTEM
Floating-point arithmetic is a popular method of implementing real-numbers on
modern computers. The radix/binary point is not fixed and can be placed anywhere with
respect to the significand digits of the number. The main idea behind the floating point
representation is that only a fixed number of bits are used and the binary point "floats" to
wherever it is needed in those bits. As a matter of fact the computer only holds bit
patterns. Floating point expressions can represent a wide span of numbers. When a
floating point calculation is performed, the binary point floats to the correct position in
the result. But the floating-point format requires slightly larger storage to represent the
binary/radix point. The speed of floating-point operations is one of the important figures
of merit for computers in many application domains. It is usually measured in FLOPS or
floating point operations per second.
IEEE Float ing point number system
The IEEE has standardized the representation for binary floating-point numbers as
IEEE 754 and this standard is generally used in modern computers [1]. Precision denotes
the accuracy of a given floating point number. There are several formats with increasing
levels of accuracy. The format that is used depends on the end user experience and level
of sophistication required for the application. In accordance with that, IEEE has updated
the formats to meet various requirements and thus standardize calculations worldwide.
The 16 (Half), 32 (Single), 64 (Double) and 128 (Quadruple) bits are the FP precisions
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used in IEEE 754. The 32 and 64 bit implementations are the most widely used in the
modern microprocessors.
Half precision float ing point number format
The 16 bit functional units are used in graphics processors and for embedded
multimedia applications [2, 3]. The precision is low for this format of floating point
numbers. From a purely knowledge perspective, any FP operation performed in this
format could be readily implemented in a higher format by increasing the size of the
respective arithmetic blocks. Any such increase would result in minimal logical changes
as the functionality would remain the same. Figure 2-1 shows the parts of any floating
point number that conforms to the IEEE standard.

Figure 2-1 : Representation of 16 bit floating point number
Sign: The sign bit consists of a single bit. It can take one of the two values '0' or '1'. '0'
indicates a positive number and '1' indicates a negative number
Exponent: The exponent consists of five bits. It indicates the exponent value with the
bias.
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Significand: The significand consists of eleven bits which includes a hidden bit. If
significand is represented as 'x', the representation for a normalized number is '1.x'.
Range: Minimum value of Exponent is -14 and the Maximum value of Exponent is 15.
The bias for this format= 15
(Any value outside the range will be indicated by raising the exception flags)
True exponent value = Represented exponent - Bias
Example: If we represent exponent as
01101 = 1+4+8 =13, the actual/true exponent value is 13 - 15 which is -2.
The Bias term enables the wide range for a particular representation format. After
completion of the FP operations, the final output should also be in the proper floating
point format. In order to represent the final result in proper format, the result is
normalized and rounded to the nearest floating point number.
Special numbers
There are several theorems and special cases which needed special attention for
floating point numbers [4]. Such cases are documented in great detail in the literature
leaving no room for confusion. Even small changes in the calculation of the final value
can have disastrous effects with respect to the correct result. The floating point
representation of zero and others special numbers will be discussed below.
Signed Zero
According to IEEE 754 standard floating point format it provides signed zeros,
that "+0" and "-0". The exponent, significand bits are zero. Computation of division
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might require signed zeros. A divide operation performed with positive zero results in
positive infinity and the same operation with negative zero results in negative infinity.
Divide by zero operation will be handled by the exception handler.
Subnormal numbers
Any non-zero floating point number which is smaller than the smallest
normalized floating point number is called a sub-normal or denormalized number. These
numbers are called „denormalized numbers‟ in IEEE 754 and „sub-normal numbers‟ in
IEEE 854. The hidden bit of the subnormal numbers is always „0‟.
Infinite and NaN numbers
Both positive and negative infinities can be represented using IEEE 754 floating
point standard. All exponent bits values will be „1‟ and all the mantissa bits will be zero.
The sign bit determines the sign of such numbers. If the exponent bits values are „1‟ and
all the mantissa bits are not equal to „0‟ then it represents Not a Number (NaN).
Rounding techniques
A final step of rounding is performed for all FP operations. Table 2-1 shows the
various rounding techniques available in FP arithmetic. Round to nearest technique is the
most commonly used rounding technique and was implemented in this thesis. There are
certain scenarios where the above mentioned approach is not applicable. When this
rounding rule is used for x > maximum value of the given FP format, two assignments
are possible. X will be assigned the maximum value if the x is < maximum value + ULP
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(maximum value)/2. Otherwise, it is assigned either positive or negative infinity based on
the result of the sign bit. The possible values of x are

where ULP is unit last place, if x > 0, then ulp(x) is the difference between x and the next
larger floating point number. If x < 0, ulp(x) is the difference between x and the next
smaller floating point number.
ROUNDING TECHNIQUE

Round(x)

Round down – Rounding towards negative
infinity
Round up – Rounding towards positive
infinity
Round towards zero
Round to nearest (even)
The correct result depends on the value of
that is closer to . If there is a
tie, the one with zero as the least
significand bit is chosen.
Table 2-1 : Table of various rounding modes in floating point arithmetic
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Conclusion
The theoretical background provided this chapter should be helpful in
understanding the computations involved in the ALU. The following chapters deal with
the approach to satisfy the specification of the thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE
FUSED MULTIPLY ADD UNIT
FMA is implemented on the PowerPC and Itanium processor families. FMA was
first implemented in 1990 by IBM RISC/System 6000 [5] and has been widely used ever
since. FMA is a floating-point operation which computes multiply-add operation with a
single rounding.
multiplicand;

The equation of the FMA is given by

is the multiplier;

where

is the

is the addend. This type of design is typically faster

than a multiply operation followed by an addition when implemented in a
microprocessor. The FMA dataflow is usually designed to have many pipeline stages of
latency to get a throughput of one instruction per clock cycle. Thus the dataflow could
effectively support two operations (multiplication and addition) per clock cycle. The
dataflow consists of a multiplier, aligner, adder, leading zero counter, normalizing logic
and rounding logic. With this instruction there is no need for a separate divide or square
root hardware unit since they can both be implemented using the FMA in software. A fast
FMA can improve the performance of many computations which involve the
accumulation of products such as dot product, matrix multiplication, polynomial
evaluation etc.
As per specification, the FMA4 instruction set was used in this thesis. FMA3 and
FMA4 are two different variants of FMA used in industry. The difference between FMA3
and FMA4 is the number of operands used in the instruction. The 4-operand form
(FMA4) allows A, B, C and D to be four different registers, while the 3-operand form
(FMA3) requires that D is the same register as either A, B or C. The 3-operand form
10

makes the code shorter and the hardware implementation slightly simpler while the 4operand form allows more programming flexibility.
Choice of FMA
The three major architectures of FMA are classic FMA, three path FMA and
bridge FMA. The IBM RS/6000 Classic FMA architecture shown in Figure 3-1 was
implemented with minor modifications. Lesser hardware and increased accuracy is
achieved in FMA when compared with the separate FP multiply and add units
The three path FMA architecture is equally comparable with the Classic FMA. In
broad terms, the architecture combines the FP adder/multiplier functionality and it has
three paths after the multiplier tree, close path, far adder path and far product path. This
results in the comparison of the operands in the RISC processor before the start of
addition computation. The marginal improvement in the energy dissipation when
compared with the classic FMA is offset by the extra hardware and area required for the
comparators and the different paths.
The bridge FMA architecture reuses the existing floating point adder and
multiplier units and adds the FMA functionality to FPADD and FPMULT instructions.
The disadvantage is the addition of separate rounding units for the adder as well as the
multiplier. There is at least a 50% increase in area and 20% increase in the power
consumption of the bridge FMA when compared with the classic of FMA [6].
The RS 6000 architecture uses the multiplier and an aligner in parallel and a separate
adder resulting in the pipelined usage of resources. The classic FMA also negates need
for a comparator at the start of alignment operation because the addend is aligned to the
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left of the product array. The right shift of the addend is alone enough instead of a
bidirectional shift. Appendix B shows the block diagram of the other architectures of
FMA.

Figure 3-1: Architecture of classic FMA
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Algorithm to perform FMA based computat ion
Let ,

&

be the input operands of the FMA. All the inputs are assumed to be

normalized and signed floating point number.
operation. Let us consider
and

,

are the exponents of ,

and

is the result of the FMA

to be the significands of ,

and .

,

and .

Step1 (Multiplication and Right Shift)
Multiplication of the significands

and

results in „2m‟ bits of carry and

sum vectors, where „m‟ is the number of significand bits including the hidden bit.
Addition of exponents of

and

is done by computing

+

– B where B is the bias.

Addition is performed by adding the exponents as represented and subtracting the bias for
the corresponding floating point representation. The value of B is fifteen in the case of
half precision floating point format.
Determination of the alignment shift amount of the addend is done in parallel to
the multiplication. The resultant exponent

r

= Max (

). This method results

in bidirectional shift and might require both left and right shifter. In order to avoid the
bidirectional shift, the addend is positioned „m + 3‟ bits to the left of the multiplier
product, and shifted only in right direction by the distance„d‟.
d=

–

Shifting cannot be performed when the value of the shift amount is less than or equal to
zero, and the maximum possible shift amount is „3m + 1‟.
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Step 2 (Addition and Count of Leading Zeros)
Addition of product and the shifted addend is done using two‟s complement
addition. The result of the addition might result in certain number of leading zeros. The
final result should always be represented in proper floating point format along with the
hidden bit. Thus, the any left shift would also require the update of the exponents in
parallel. The number of such zeros are counted with the help of a leading zero counter
circuit.
Step 3 (Normalization and Rounding)
Normalization is performed with the help of a left shifter. After that rounding is
performed based on the round-to-nearest technique, where it basically considers three
extra bits guard (G), round(S) and sticky (S) after the least significant bit of the result.
Another adder was used to implement the rounding logic. Any carry that is obtained from
this addition might result in the update of the exponent.
Conclusion
FP operations might result in special cases like overflow and underflow which
would always be checked irrespective of the cycle of operation. The choice of the FMA
determines the algorithm that is used to implement the FMA operation. The theoretical
idea provided in this chapter form the basis of understanding for the following chapters
which deal with the implementation of the ALU in integrated circuits.
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CHAPTER FOUR
COMPONENTS USED IN THE FMA
The components used in the FMA are discussed in this chapter. The choice of
hardware and explanation of all the components gives a clear understanding of the actual
operation of the FMA and FP Division which is handled in the forth coming chapters.
Table 4-1 shows the various components used in the FMA and FP division.
COMPONENT

SIZE OF INPUTS

SIZE OF OUTPUT

Multiplier
(For alignment of
Right Shifter
addend)
Left Shifter

(For normalization)
(For addition of
multiplier sum and carry)
(For addition of

Adder
aligned addend and
multiplier product)
(For rounding)
(For significand)

(For significand)

(For exponent)

(For exponent)

Memory using D register
Table 4-1 : Table of various components used in FMA and FP Division
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In addition to the above mentioned components, this chapter details the circuitry
involved for computation of the exponent and the sign of the end result.
Memory using D register
A set of D registers were used to provide the inputs at the positive edge of the
clock to the multiplier. The important point to be considered is the mode of operation of
the ALU.
In the case of the FMA, the inputs from the D registers are accessed just once.
Figure 4-1shows the trigger for the D register in the case of FMA. The
„SELECT_MEM_1‟ and „SELECT_MEM_2‟ are used to trigger inputs operands

and

.
In the case of FP division, the same D registers are also used to store the output
values of the multiplier and the normalized output. These are primarily intermediate
results which are needed later for multiplication. This is explained in chapter seven which
deals with FP division. A control logic was used to trigger the D registers at appropriate
counter values to have multiple accesses for the same registers. In other words, the D
registers were reused at corresponding clock cycles to provide inputs to the multiplier as
shown in Figure 4-2. „SELECT_MEM_1‟, „SELECT_MEM_2‟ and „SELECT_MEM_3‟
are the triggers for the inputs to the multiplier. The inputs to the multiplier are provided
from operand

, look-up table, operand

, output of multiplier and the output of the

adder.
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Figure 4-1: Trigger to D register for FMA mode of operation

Figure 4-2 : Trigger to D register for FP Division
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Mult iplier
The multiplier is the most complex component of the ALU. The multiplier takes
two 11 bit inputs and produces a 22 bit output in sum and carry format. The 11 bit input
consists of a 10 bit significand and a hidden bit.
Implementation of multiplier
The partial products are produced in the first step using modified Booth's
algorithm. The second step is the reduction of the partial products. Both Dadda and
Wallace tree multipliers were extensively studied for tree reduction [7, 8]. The original
idea was to implement reduced area multiplier in the ALU design [9]. In recent years,
designers have used the 4:2 compressors to speed up the reduction of the multiplier tree.
The steps associated with the multiplication are described in the following pages.
Step1
Radix 4 modified booth recoding was used for reducing the number of partial
products. There are 6 partial products for an 11 bit significand. Figure 4-3 shows the
inputs to the modified Booth Encoder. M1...M10 represent the 10 bit significand of the
16 bit FP number. The hidden bit is also accounted in the calculation of the partial
product. Each set of three bits is used to assign a partial product as given in Table 4-2.
The last partial product would always be positive because of the 0 beside the hidden bit.
Figure 4-4 shows the schematic of the Modified Radix-4 Booth encoder.
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Figure 4-3 : Inputs to the Booth Encoder

RADIX -4 MODIFIED BOOTH ENCODING VALUES
INPUTS

PARTIAL PRODUCT

X2I+1

X2I

X2I-1

PPI

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Y

0

1

0

Y

0

1

1

2Y

1

0

0

-2Y

1

0

1

-Y

1

1

0

-Y

1

1

1

-0

Table 4-2: Table of modified Booth Encoder
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Figure 4-4 : Schematic of the Modified Radix-4 Booth Encoder
Step 2
The bits are reduced after the partial product generation. This was done using
3:2compressors and 4:2 compressors. The single cycle multiplication was possible by
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means of fast reductions using the reduction tree. The 3:2 compressors produced a twothird reduction in the height of the tree. Thus, the first stage of reduction produced four
rows of bits. The 4:2 compressors reduced the height of second stage into two rows of
sum and carry. In total, there are twenty 3:2 compressors and eighteen 4:2 compressors
in the multiplier tree. This step is explained diagrammatically using the dot diagram
shown in Figure 4-5. The logic levels of the multiplier and the aligner are comparable.
An 11 bit input operand requires a 34 bit shifter in the FMA.

Figure 4-5 : Dot diagram of tree reduction of multiplier
Components designed for use in the multiplier
Pass gate multiplexer
The pass transistor based multiplexer shown in Figure 4-6 was designed for the
4:2 compressors. It is faster than the standard cell two inputs multiplexer [10]. One
obvious feature is the parallel resistor combination. If we size R p = Rn = R then the path
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resistance is merely R/2 which is lesser than the standard cell‟s resistance. Another
obvious advantage is the presence of fewer transistors in the pass transistor multiplexer.
The associated parasitic capacitances will be high in the standard cell library‟s‟
multiplexer.

Figure 4-6 : Schematic of the pass transistor based multiplexer
4:2 Compressors
The 4:2 compressor was first introduced in 1981 and has been in use in most of
the modern multipliers. The simplest 4:2 compressor consists of 2 full adder cells as
shown in Figure 4-7. The most significand bit (MSB) and carry out (Cout) are of higher
weight than least significand bit (LSB) in the 4:2 compressor. The important advantage of
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the 4:2 compressors is that there is no ripple of carry. Thus bits of the same weight
produce a carry out which is used in producing the LSB of the next 4:2 compressor. In
other words, carry in (Cin) from previous stage does not propagate to the next 4:2
compressor.

Figure 4-7 : Schematic of the full adder based 4:2 compressor
Figure 4-8 shows the schematic of pass transistor based 4:2 compressor. The
symbol „passgatemux‟ is the symbol of the schematic in Figure 4-6. l3, l2, l1, l0 are inputs
to the 4:2 compressor and are of the same weight. LSBS, MSBS and Cout as the outputs
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of 4:2 compressor. Comparison of the results between the full adder and pass transistor
based multiplexer are given in chapter eight.

Figure 4-8 : Schematic of pass transistor based 4:2 compressor

Exponent Computation of multiplier
The exponent of the operands A and B are added to compute the exponent of the
multiplier output. This is required for FP division which stores the intermediate values in
the D register. The bias (B) is subtracted from the added result of the exponents. This is
due to biased representation of the exponent.
Exponent of multiplier output =

+
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–

In the case of FP operations, the hidden bit is always considered to be one for
normalized values. Division requires storage of the output of the multiplier in the
normalized format in the memory. Consider the following output of the multiplier
Output = 11.f, where f consists of twenty bits of data.
● ● ● ● ● {Exponent of A}

Full adder

● ● ● ● ● {Exponent of B}
● ● ● ● ● {10010 or 10001 accounted for Bias or Bias + 1}
________
● ● ● ● ● {Sum of the 3:2 compressors}

Ripple row

● ● ● ● ● {Carry of the 3:2 compressors}
________
● ● ● ● ● {Final biased exponent}
Figure 4-9 : Dot diagram of the exponent computation
When such values are stored in the memory, the exponent part of the multiplier
output has to be incremented by one to account for the normalized multiplier output. The
above correction was designed using a tree of carry save adders. Figure 4-9 shows the
dot diagram of the exponent computation. The MSB of the product of multiplier had to be
checked and the corresponding addition of the exponent was performed by a tree of 3:2
compressors as shown in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10 : Schematic of the exponent calculation of multiplier
Instead of waiting for the output of the twenty two bit adder, the sum and the
carry of the multiplier was used to pre-compute whether there is „1‟ at the MSB of the
adder output as shown in Figure 4-11. This ensured that the correction of the exponent
was done in parallel to the twenty two bit addition of the multiplier sum and carry.
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Figure 4-11 : Schematic of anticipatory logic for exponent
Thirt y four bit right shifter
The right shifter is required to align the addend with respect to the output of the
multiplier. The very first step is to determine the amount of shift that is required [11].
Based on the difference between the exponents of ,
right shift of the addend

and

, there is either a left or a

to avoid a bidirectional shift, the addend is placed m + 2 bits

to the left of the product of the multiplier where „m‟ is the number of significand bits
including the hidden bit.
Addend(11 bits) 00 Multiplier (22 bits)
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The shift distance is given by d =

+

–

+ m + 3-

. The maximum right

shift is 3m +1. The multiplexer from the standard cell library was used to implement the
thirty four bit right shifter as shown in Figure 4-12. The 3:2compressors available in the
standard cell library were used to compute the shift distance shown in Figure 4-13. The
addend was shifted based on the shift amount. It should be remembered that no shift is
performed when the addend very large compared to the result of the multiplier.

Figure 4-12 : Schematic of 34 bit right shifter
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Figure 4-13 : Schematic to compute the shift distance
Addit ion of mult iplier sum and carry
The multiplier output format from the reduction tree consists of two rows
representing sum and carry. Usually in a FMA implementation, the sum and carry rows
will not be combined immediately. They will be combined using the reduction tree along
with the aligned addend. The reduction of latencies is an important criterion for FP
division. FP division operations require the final multiplier result to be stored in the
register for further calculations. An extra addition of sum and carry was performed using
a 22-bit adder to eliminate the separate rows of memory for storing the sum and carry.
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The resultant output was stored in the register. The size of the memory is reduced from
six rows to three rows as a result of this addition.
In an alternate approach, the ALU could have been designed using a row of 3:2
full adders in carry save format to add the aligned addend, multiplier sum and carry. The
output is then normalized and rounded. This is the traditional approach of the classic
FMA/IBM RS 6000 architecture. This thesis represents a modification of existing
architecture for a more application specific design.
The adder is the most critical component in a dedicated FP adder and thus
designing fast adders would have been very important [12, 13]. Since, the multiplier is
the most area and power intensive component of the FMA, the 35 bit adder was designed
for moderate performance when compared to the multiplier.
Types of adders
The FMA operation was performed with the help of two successive additions by
means of a 22 bit adder and a 35 bit adder. Various configurations of adders were
analyzed and the choice was made based on the latency requirement and regularity in
implementation.
The designers use carry look ahead and carry skip adder configurations for design
of larger adders. The carry select adder was rejected because of the excessive area and
necessity of pre-computed values [14]. Implementation of this adder in layout results in
an area intensive and power hungry circuit. The carry look ahead addition is a very
widely used concept of addition and it causes a logarithmic reduction in delay by looking
ahead at the carry [15]. All the adder designs focus on the generation of the carry which
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is the most critical signal of the adder. The fundamental equation for the generation of
carry is given by
Gi:0 = Gi + Pi * Gi-1:0 , where Gi is the generate signal, Pi is the propagate signal, Gi – 1:0 is
the carry from the previous bits.
The Kogge Stone adders present a fanout of 2 and a reduced delay of log 2N where
N is the number of bits involved in the addition. The disadvantages of Kogge Stone adder
are the long wires and the power consumption [16]. The delay of the Kogge Stone adders
is given by
Ttree = Tpg + [log2N].TAO + Txor, where
Tpg is the time delay for the generation of generate and propagate signals,
TAO is the time delay for the generation of signals from the group PG cells and
Txor is the time delay for the generation of the sum.
The Brent Kung adders present almost twice the number of logic levels as that of
the Kogge Stone adders but it has been found from previous projects that Brent Kung
adders offer reduced power dissipation when compared with other tree adders. This has
been attributed to the reduced gate count and reduced length of the wires. There is also a
regularity of layout which reduces area significantly. This is very significant in the case
of long adders which are needed for 64 bit and 128 bit adders because of the reduced
wiring capacitance [17]. The delay of such an adder is given by
Ttree = Tpg + [2log2N -1].TAO + Txor
The Han Carlson adder offers moderate wiring capacitance with respect to the
Kogge Stone adder and moderate number of logic levels when compared with the Brent
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Kung type of adders [18]. This type of adder is a combination of advantages of both
Brent Kung and Kogge Stone adders with the same fanout. The delay of such an adder is
given by
Ttree = Tpg + [log2N + 1].TAO + Txor
Various tree adders have been proposed in the literature and present significant
advantages [19, 20, and 21]. As already mentioned, the best architecture is chosen based
on the specific application and the size of the design. Usually, long additions in terms of
the number of bits are performed using the tree/parallel adders.

Significant

improvements can be obtained by using dynamic style instead of static CMOS logic or
multiplexer based adder [20, 22].
The general practice is to use a carry skip configuration for 8-16 bit lengths of the
addition operands. For larger operands like 32, 64 and 128 bit lengths, the tree adders are
used. The last few years have been dominated by designs requiring a balance in delay as
well as power dissipation. The variable carry skip adder offers the advantage of
improvements in speed and optimal delay in the carry and ripple paths. [23]. The
literature is rich with information regarding the optimal adder designs based on the
energy delay product and the options that confront the designer before the appropriate
design is chosen [24].
Reasons for Carry Skip Adder
Various adder configurations were analyzed from the literature before the design
of the half precision ALU [25]. The choice was made on the regularity of layout, energy
delay of the adder, criticality of the adder and the operand size. The first cycle of
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operation involves a single 22 bit adder and carry look ahead and carry skip adder
configurations are very comparable for smaller operand size. A fast adder for 22 bit
addition is critical since the delay caused by the multiplier is large during the first clock
cycle. To tackle such design issues, a fast pass transistor based multiplier was used in this
thesis. The pass transistor based multiplexer is the fastest multiplexer and has been
widely used by designers for high speed computations.

The variable skip adder

configuration was used to design the 22 bit adder. The comparable delay as well as
regular layout with respect to the parallel prefix adder was the reason to choose the 22 bit
variable carry skip adder architecture [26].
Algorithm for design of Variable carry skip adder
The original carry skip adder had equally sized blocks. Further enhancements in
design in the form of variable block sizes ensured that the delay is comparable to the
parallel prefix adders [27].
The algorithm to design such adders is as follows
Assume „ ‟ to be the time delay for the carry signal to skip over the block/group of bits.
Step 1
Calculate the value according to the following formula corresponding to each
group numbered from 1, 2…
, where
number
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is the Time delay and

is the Group

Step 2
Choose the number M such that
,
where

is the total number of bits in the adder and

is the optimal number of blocks

The adder is now designed using the optimum number of blocks and the number of bits in
each block.
Design of 22 bit adder
The design of a fast 22 bit adder is very important because of the importance of
first cycle which determines the frequency of operation of the three clock cycle FMA
operation. Frequency of operation is obtained by accounting for the maximum time delay
of a hardware component.
As mentioned earlier, the first step is the calculation of value of various groups of
. The optimal value of

has been placed between 2 and 7. In actual practice,

is a

variable that is dependent on the size of the blocks. It was found that the variation in T is
very minimal for various sizes and so T was assumed constant.
Since, a very fast adder is required;

was kept at a minimum value of 2 to

account for the least time delay. The corresponding value for various groups of
shown in Table 4-3.
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are

I(GROUP NUMBER)

VALUE(NUMBER OF BITS PER GROUP)

1

3

2

6

3

11

Table 4-3 : Table of number of bits per group for various values of group number
The number of blocks ( )was chosen such that it conforms to formula in the
algorithm. In this case,

, where

= number of bits of adder = 22.

The distribution of the variable block is 3, 6, 11, 6, and 3. The extra 7 bits in the middle
group can be removed to form the following sizes of 3, 6, 4, 6 and 3. The middle group
has to be the largest size for the maximum skip of the carry signal. Thus middle three
groups are resized to have an overall size of 3, 5, 6, 5 and 3. The delay of such an adder
was found to be 400ps slower than the similar sized carry look ahead adder. The area of
the CSK was

and is 50% lesser than the Carry look ahead adder. Thus an

adder with comparable delay to that of the parallel prefix adder was designed to meet the
goals of the thesis. Figure 4-14 a single carry skip block having a group size of three. The
twenty two bit carry skip adder is built using such blocks with variable group sizes.
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Figure 4-14 : Schematic of a single carry skip block
Thirt y five bit adder
The adder was designed by using gated clocks which trigger the inputs to the
adder only for the appropriate clock cycles. Since there are two additions in the case of
two‟s complement subtraction, there is a separate local clock for the addition. Clock
gating would reduce the energy dissipation because the adder is activated only for
corresponding clock cycles. More information about clock gating is provided in chapter
five. This was achieved by feeding back the output of the first addition as one of the
inputs to the adder.
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Inputs to the adder
There are actually three cases of additions that have to be enforced. Table 4-4
shows the possible operations using the adder. As mentioned earlier,

,

and

are the

input operands of the FMA.
Two additions are necessary to calculate the final sum using two‟s complement
subtraction. An adder clock is a local clock that has been used to compute two additions.
The first addition uses values from the aligned addend and multiplier.
OPERATION

SIGN OF RESULT

ACTION PERFORMED
This is an effective

Positive

addition. All inputs are fed
directly to the adder.
This is an effective

–

or

subtraction. The negative
Positive or Negative
operands are inverted and

–

or

fed as inputs to the adder
–

–

This is an effective
or
Negative

–

addition. All inputs are fed
directly to the adder.

Table 4-4 : Table of all possible operations in the adder
A control circuitry using the sign bits was used to determine whether the addition
is an effective addition/subtraction. In the case of effective addition, the signals from the
multiplier output and the aligned addend are fed directly to the 35 bit adder. In the case of
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effective subtraction, the negative input operand is inverted and fed as an input to the
adder. An XOR gate is used to find out the effective sign of
sign of

. In case, the effective

is negative, the output of the multiplier is inverted. The operand

inverted if it is the negative operand in the effective subtraction.

Figure 4-15 : Schematic of inputs to the adder
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is

The output from the first addition is fed back as input for the second addition.
Originally end around carry adder was thought of as a design option but the sign of the
result is easily detected using 2‟s complement addition. Figure 4-15 shows the selection
of inputs for a single bit of addition. This is replicated for other bits also.
Reasons for carry skip adder
There is a need to perform a second addition to incorporate the FP SUB
instruction in the ALU. The literature states that carry look ahead adders are used widely
for high speed additions for operand size greater than or equal to 32 bits. The variable
carry skip adder for the 35 bit operation was used because of the reduced importance of
this addition in the latency of the FMA operation. Since the multiplier delay determines
the latency of operation of the FMA, a fast adder was not really critical in the second
cycle. Regular implementation is one of the most important advantages of carry skip
adder. An alternate approach would have been a two cycle multiplication which might
have resulted in the design of a very fast parallel prefix adder for the 35 bit addition. The
multiplication is performed within in a single clock cycle and thus necessity of a
successive fast addition was negated.
Design of 35 bit adder
The 35 bit adder is designed in the same manner as the 22 bit adder. The time
delay is the time required for the carry signal to propagate through a block of bits. The
time delay of the carry signal for a single block
The literature states that ‟

was kept at a minimum value of 2.

‟ could be kept at minimum and could be a constant
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irrespective of the size of the adder. The following table shows the values of the number
of bits with respect to the group numbers.
I(GROUP NUMBER)

VALUE(NUMBER OF BITS PER GROUP)

1

3

2

6

3

11

4

16

Table 4-5 : Table of number of bits per group for various values of group number)
The value of number of blocks ( ) is chosen such that
, where

is the number of bits = 35. The distribution of the group sizes was 3, 6, 11,

16,11,6 and 3.The 11 bits in the middle was removed to form a group distribution of 3, 6,
11, 7,11,6 and 3. The middle group was rearranged to form a group distribution of 3, 5,
6,7,6,5 and 3. A single block is similar to Figure 4-14 and similar blocks of varying sizes
were implemented for the entire adder.
Leading zero counter
The leading zero counter (LZC) counts the number of zeros in the result of 35 bit
adder. The result of LZC indicates the amount of left shift for normalization. The
literature states that the leading one bit had to be predicted in parallel with the
computation of the large adder. This prediction is usually done with the help of leading
zero anticipatory circuit (LZA) or a leading zero predictor (LZP). The algorithmic
approaches to solve such design problem have been proposed in the literature [28]. The
original approach was to include a leading one predictor in parallel with the 35 bit
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addition and then use the result to calculate the count of the leading zeros [29]. There are
specific speed ups that could be achieved for special architectures of FMA [30].
A careful look at the circuitry and the latency trend shows that the FMA operation
doesn‟t require a LZA unit. The FMA operation includes multiplication and shifting in its
first clock cycle and then addition in the second clock cycle. The delay of the actual
addition and the LZA was almost comparable by looking at the number of logic levels
involved in both operations. In the case of the LZA, there might be a need to perform a
single bit shift whenever there is an anomaly from the desired formatted result.
The benefits were minimal for operands of size of 16 bits and therefore a separate
LZP or LZA was discarded. Also, addition is not the critical component that determines
the latency of the FMA operation in this design. This provided an affordability to
compute the count of leading zeros without prediction of the leading ones. The leading
zero count was performed once the result of the adder was fed as input to the D register
clocked with a separate clock derived from the local clock. This made sure that the
signals that arrived at the input of the LZC were stable and time invariant after the
maximum adder delay.
Implementation of LZC for FP ADD instruction
The thesis also explored the concept of determining the leading zeros using a
pattern of inputs to the 35 bit adder. This worked very well for FP addition and could
have been used as part of low power design of FMA. The number of leading zeros for an
FP ADD instruction is fixed depending on the amount of shift for the addend. If the shift
amount is less than 12, the count of leading zeros was shift value – 1. For the other case,
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the count of leading zeros was 12 or 13 or 14. Another advantage of this design is that it
involves a smaller left shifter when compared with the generic 35 bit left shifter. Before
the final step of rounding, a check was performed to check if the MSB of the shifted
value was 0. In that case, a single left shift was again performed to have the hidden bit as
the MSB of the computed result. A separate logic block was designed to compute the
leading zeros and then this was fed as input to the left shifter for normalization. Figure
4-16 and Table 4-6 shows the number of leading zeros for the above mentioned cases.

Figure 4-16 : Example of input pattern to the 35 bit adder
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NUMBER OF RIGHT SHIFTED BITS

PREDICTED ZERO COUNTER

≥ 13

12 or 13 or 14

<13

Number of right shifted bits - 1
Table 4-6 : Shift and predicted leading zero counter
The advantage of the above logic was that it need not have a separate design of

conventional LZA or LZC. The disadvantage is that this could be implemented in the
case of an effective addition and not in the case of an effective subtraction. In other
words, there is a need to compute the count of leading zeros in the case of FP SUB
instruction. The leading one bit could appear anywhere among the 35 bits of adder output
in the case of effective subtraction. FP subtraction is also a critical component of the
thesis and a non generic design which is very specific to the instruction was discarded
from the overall design. The complexity of FP SUB also introduced an extra latency in
the overall FMA. Thus a generic design which involved a LZC was used.
Algorithm for leading zero counters
Various architectures for the LZC were analyzed before the actual implementation
[31].LZC used in this thesis is based on an algorithm proposed by Oklobdzija. The
algorithm consists of the following steps
Step 1
The entire n bit output is broken into groups of adjacent 2 bit groups
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Step 2
The count of leading zeros was determined for each group and this is combined
with the adjoining group. This is expanded to all the groups and the entire operation
involves a delay consisting of five logic levels.
Step 3
The OR of all the bits was generated to see if all the bits were zero. In such cases,
the zero flag was raised.
Implementation of LZC
A problem was encountered during the implementation of the above algorithm.
The above algorithm worked for bits of the magnitude of powers of 2. In other words, the
above algorithm worked for 2, 4,6,8,16,32 … The adder output resulted in a 35 bit output
which was an odd number and adjacent groups of bits could not be expanded for the
entire 35 bit data.
The solution to this problem was the design of a separate 3 bit LZC along with the
32 bit LZC as illustrated in Figure 4-17. Figure 4-18 shows the schematic of the 32 bit
LZC. The count of leading zeros for 32 bit data and the remaining 3 bits were computed
in parallel. A check was performed to see whether these two values were to be added and
fed as input to the left shifter. Figure 4-19 shows the schematic of the 3 bit LZC. The
LZC from the 3 bit data is used if the count of leading zeros is greater than 32 and this
case is possible only in the case of an effective subtraction. If all the bits are zero, the
zero flag is raised.
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Figure 4-17 : Block diagram of Leading Zero Counter for entire 35 bits of data

Figure 4-18 : Schematic of 35 bit leading zero counter
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Figure 4-19 : Schematic of 3 bit LZC and zero flag
The implementation of the 3 bit LZC is discussed in the next two pages. Let us
assume a set of three bits of data as

in binary format. The logic equation

used to compute the three bit leading zero counter is given below.
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The following truth table was solved using Karnaugh map.
INPUT COMBINATION MSB LSB
000

1

1

001

1

0

010

0

1

011

0

1

100

0

0

101

0

0

110

0

0

111

0

0

Table 4-7 : Truth table of 3 bit counter
In addition to the above logic, all the bits were also fed to an OR gate. In the case
of all the bits being zero, the zero flag signal for the three bits is placed at logic high.
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Figure 4-20 : Schematic of the adder to count the leading zeros

The results of 3-bit LZC are ignored if there is a leading „one‟ encountered within
the group of 32-bits. Otherwise, the result of the 3 bit LZC are added to the result of 32
bit LZC using 3:2 compressors as shown in Figure 4-20.
Implementat ion of normalizat ion
Normalization consists of a 34 bit left shifter. The original plan was to complete
normalization using the right shifter that was used earlier. Yet, the complexities involved
in the selection of inputs proved to be difficult in the integration of both right and left
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shifts in the same hardware component. Another problem was the necessity of the shifted
addend to remain stable during the clock cycle. A separate left shifter was necessary in
FP division because there is a possibility that a single clock cycle might have both right
and left shifts at the same time. The thirty four bit left shifter computes the normalized
output based on the count of leading zeros that was calculated using the LZC. The
normalization circuit was implemented using the multiplexer from the standard cell
library as shown in Figure 4-21.
Exponent computation before Rounding
The output of the multiplier exponent was used in the calculation of the exponent
before rounding. In the case of the FMA, the exponent was calculated by knowing the
multiplier exponent and number of leading zeros. The exponent computation was
performed using a row of 3:2 full adders in CSA format and a final row of ripple carry
adder. The computation of the exponent is according to the following formula

A careful look at the above equation does not have any explicit representation of
exponent of . This has been incorporated in the structure of FMA due to the right shift
of significand of

. The bias has to be subtracted because there is an addition of two

biased floating point exponents. The value of „m‟ was assumed to be 11 as it includes the
significand bit along with the hidden bit. 2‟s complement subtraction was used to perform
the above mentioned calculation
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Figure 4-21 : Schematic of normalization output
ACTUAL
SIGN

SIGNIFICAND
EXPONENT

X

01.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

YYYYY

X

11.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

YYYYY+ 1

Table 4-8 : Table of possible cases of exponent of multiplier
The computation of exponent of
The exponent of

was explained in the multiplier section.

is „YYYYY‟ or „YYYYY + 1‟ depending upon the placement of
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the decimal in the significand bits as shown in Table 4-8. This is analogous to the
following scenario where X denotes „don‟t care‟ and „YYYYY‟ denotes any arbitrary
valid biased exponent according to IEEE 754 floating point standards.
The exponent recalculation was necessary in the case of division because of the
storage of the exponent values in the memory. The floating point rules state that the
decimal point must always be represented after the hidden bit. In order to ensure the
correct answer, the exponent should be recalculated based on the placement. A
multiplication of two (1 + f) bit numbers produces an output with the decimal point after
the 2f bits of data. For the exponent computation, the exponent of the multiplier output
was then fed as one of the inputs to the 3:2 compressors. The count of leading zeros is fed
as the other set of inputs. In order to reduce the computation, the direct value of the sum
of „m + 3‟ is hardcoded as one of the inputs to the 3:2 compressors.
● ● ● ● ● {Exponent of AB}

Full adder

● ● ● ● ● {Inverted output from LZC}
● ● ● ● ● {01110 or 01111 [m + 3] or [m + 3 + 1] }
________ based on the recalculated exponent of the multiplier
● ● ● ● ● {Sum of the 3:2 compressors}
● ● ● ● ● {Carry of the 3:2 compressors}
________
● ● ● ● ● {Final biased exponent}

Figure 4-22 : Procedure of final exponent computation
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Ripple row

Implementat ion of rounding
The rounding logic was implemented using an 11 bit adder. The method of
rounding is to be decided prior to any rounding of the result. Round to nearest was
achieved as part of the thesis as this is the most widely used rounding technique. The
guard, round and sticky bits are fixed before actual rounding was performed. Consider
the following number with a 10 bit significand. The rest are the remaining fractional bits

1.XXXXXXXXXX XXX ,where
Guard bit,

is the Round bit and

is the LSB of the normalized data,

is the

is the Sticky bit.

The rounding to nearest consists of addition of rnd bit to the LSB of the final
output. The rnd bit is calculated according to the following formula

, ,

and

are the guard, sticky bit, least significant bit and round bit of the 35

bits of normalized output. The rnd is added only if the guard bit is 1. Rounding was
performed with the help of an 11 bit variable carry skip adder. The choice of the variable
block sizes was chosen to have minimum ripple at the start and the end of the 11 bit adder
and maximum skip at the middle blocks. Thus a group distribution was chosen as 1,
2,3,3,2. Figure 4-23 shows the schematic of above described logic. The OR of all bits
apart from the significand bits is considered as the sticky bit. The sticky bit could be
computed in parallel with the normalization step. The normalized output was used to
calculate the actual rounded result. In certain cases, there might be a result of the form
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1X.f where f consists 10 bits. In such cases there is a need for a one bit right shifter and a
corresponding increase of the resultant exponent by 1.

Figure 4-23 : Schematic of the circuit that performs
Final Exponent computation
The final exponent is calculated at the end of rounding operation. Rounding might
cause a final one bit right shift which would involve a corresponding increment of the
exponent by one.
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Figure 4-24 : Schematic of increment in exponent
The rounding logic is completed with the computation of exponent. The sign of
the result completes the logic for the computation of the final result. Figure 4-25 shows
the schematic of the circuit that computes the sign of the result.
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.
Figure 4-25 : Schematic of computation of sign of result
Conclusion
This chapter discussed the hardware implementation of various components used
in the FMA and FP division. The knowledge of the logic blocks explained in this chapter
should aid in the better understanding of the ALU. All the components explained in this
chapter are integrated together to form the ALU.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FMA
This chapter describes the operations performed in the FMA based on clock
cycles. The control logic that is required for the proper operation of the ALU is explained
in this chapter. The components that are active for appropriate cycles are briefly
mentioned. The final result is reached after three clock cycles.
Operation modes of the ALU
The two modes of operation for this FP ALU are FMA and FP division. The mode
of operation can be selected using the “SELOP” signal. The ALU can be used to operate
in the FMA or the FP Division mode as shown in Table 5-1. The FMA mode can also
implicitly account for FP addition, FP subtraction and FP multiplication.
MODES OF OPERATION IN A FMA
SELOP
BASED ALU
FP addition, FP subtraction, FP
0
multiplication
FP Division

1

Table 5-1 : Operational modes of the ALU
Design of a 3 bit counter
The FMA operation was targeted to compute the final result in three clock cycles.
The first step is the design of a counter which tracks the number of clock cycles in the
ALU. The counter generates values that can be mapped to the operations performed in
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the specific clock cycles. It provides the easy sequencing of the operations. The Counter
was designed to be compatible with both division and FMA.
COUNTER FOR
COUNTER FOR FMA

DIVISION

CLOCK CYCLE

(CBA)

(CBA)

1

000

000

2

001

001

3

010

010

4

011

011

5

-

100

6

-

101

7

-

110

Table 5-2 : Table of counter values with corresponding clock cycles
The three bits of the counter are denoted as C, B, A, where „C‟ is the MSB and
„A‟ is the LSB. The values of the counter increase from 0 to 3 in the case of the FMA and
from 0 to 6 in the case of FP division as shown in Table 5-2. The 3 bit counter using J-K
flip flop is shown in Figure 5-1. The hold generation circuit shown in Figure 5-2 holds
the counter value after the hardware unit reaches the final clock cycle of operation.
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Figure 5-1 : Schematic of the 3 bit counter

Figure 5-2 : Schematic of hold generation signal
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Non overlapping clocks
The delay in the generation of the output of the counter at the start of every clock
cycle resulted in the need for non-overlapping clocks edges. Non overlapping clocks for
adder and the D register based memory were used for the thesis.

Figure 5-3 : Timing diagram illustrating the non overlap time between various clocks
Local clock for addition and count of leading zeros
The adder computes a two‟s complement based addition which requires a
maximum of two additions. The FMA completes the addition and count of leading zeros
within the same clock cycle. The generation of an asynchronous signal to denote the
completion of the addition is not possible. This resulted in the need for a separate local
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clock which can perform two serial additions and a count of leading zeros within a single
clock cycle of the global clock. The time period of the local clock is one-third of the time
period of the global clock.
There is a time delay of .93ns to generate the output of the counter as shown in
Figure 5-3. The output of the counter dictates the operation to be performed after this
minimum delay. Spikes were obtained when the local clock and the global clock were in
phase. Non overlapped local clock was thus used to eliminate such spikes.
Clock for D register based memory
The clock for the D flip flop based memory is exactly the same as that of the
global clock except that it is delayed by 2ns to account for the delay in the output of the
counter. This is similar to the issue that was explained in the previous section. Figure 5-3
shows an illustration of the delay time that was used in the thesis. The delay time is
greater than the delay in the output of „C‟ obtained from the counter.
MODE OF
CLOCK

VALUES OF COUNTER
OPERATION
FMA operation

1 (Second clock cycle)

FP division

1,3 (Second and Fourth clock cycle)

Clock for leading zero

FMA operation

1 (Second clock cycle)

counter/Normalization

FP division

1,3 (Second and Fourth clock cycle)

FMA operation

2 (Third clock cycle)

FP division

5 (Sixth clock cycle)

Clock for addition

Clock for Rounding Logic
Table 5-3 : Table of counter values for clock gating
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Figure 5-4 : Schematic of clock gating circuits.
Clock gat ing for addit ion and leading zero counter
The local clock that was explained in the previous section was gated to generate
separate clocks for adder and leading zero counter. The global clock was gated to
generate a clock for rounding logic. The schematic of the clock gating circuits is shown
in Figure 5-4. The counter values for addition and leading zero count are known and this
information was used to generate the corresponding clocks. Table 5-3 shows the counter
values for which clocks are gated for individual operations. Figure 5-5 shows the clocks
for the adder, leading zero counter and rounding logic. The set up time for the D register
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is .05ns and the time period for the local clock is 12ns. Figure 8-4 of chapter eight shows
the delay in output of 35 bit adder and the measured delay was 4.96ns.

Figure 5-5 : Clock gating for adder, leading zero counter and rounding logic for FMA
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The time period of the local clock was chosen to incorporate the three operations
of two additions and one leading zero count in the second clock cycle. This provides
three clock edges to perform the necessary operations. The delay of 2ns can be obtained
using two stages of buffers. There is a 499.74ps delay to generate the gated clock from
the local clock as shown by edge B in Figure 5-5. The gated clock has three clock edges.
The rising edges (E and F of Figure 5-5) of first two are used to perform two‟s
complement addition. The clock used for addition is obtained after a 946.69ps delay from
the gated clock. The third clock edge denoted by G in Figure 5-5 is used to perform the
count of leading zeros. These clocks were obtained by using the gated clock for
appropriate operations.
Trigger for D register based memory
The trigger for the D register based memory depends on the values of counter. In
the case of the FMA, only two rows of D registers are used to provide inputs to the
multiplier. In the case of the FP division, all three rows are used to store intermediate
values. These set of D registers hold both the exponent and significand values of the
result.
Figure 5-6 shows the clocks for the three rows of memory. In case of an
exception, all clocks to D registers are stopped using a multiplexer and the exception flag
is raised. The timing diagram generated by the following circuit is given by Figure 4-2 in
chapter four.
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Figure 5-6 : Schematic of the control logic to select inputs to the multiplier
Cycle based working of FMA
The FMA and the FP Division operations are explained in detail based on clock
cycles. Figure 5-7 shows the block diagram of the FMA operation from a clock cycle
point of view. Let us consider the
are inputs to the multiplier and

as an example of the FMA operation.

and

is the addend. The three operands conform to the

IEEE FP standards and they are assumed to be normalized inputs.
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C
RIGHT

B

A

MULTIPLIER

CYCLE 1

SHIFTER

35 BIT ADDER

CYCLE 2

LEADING ZERO COUNTER
NORMALIZATION
CYCLE 3
ROUNDING

FINAL RESULT

Figure 5-7 : Block diagram of FMA
First Clock cycle of operation
The first clock cycle involves simultaneous computation of multiplication and
right shift operation. The components that are used in this clock cycle are
a) Wallace tree multiplier
b) Thirty four bit right shifter
c) Exponent Computation of the multiplier
d) Control logic for the first clock cycle
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Multiplier and Right Shifter
The computations involving the 22 bit multiplier and the thirty four bit right
shifter is done in parallel. The alignment of the addend is determined from the shift
distance calculated using the exponents of

. The right shifter takes 11 bits of

addend as the input and results in an output of 35 bit data. The 22 bit multiplier takes
significands of

and

as inputs and produces a 22 bit sum and carry. The sum and the

carry are added together using the 22 bit adder to form the product of multiplier. The
design and implementation of the above mentioned components was explained in detail
in corresponding sections of chapter four.
ROW OF D REGISTERS

INPUTS FOR MULTIPLIER

Row 1

Input

Row 2

Input

Row 3

Unused for FMA operation

Table 5-4 : Values stored in the D registers for the FMA operation
Exponent computation of multiplier and control logic
The exponent of the multiplier is also computed during the first clock cycle of
operation. This was explained using dot diagram shown in Figure 4-9. The input to the
multiplier is obtained from the rows of D registers as explained in chapter four. Table 5-4
shows the rows of D registers that are used as inputs to the multiplier. The control logic
for the first clock cycle involves the selection of

and . The control signals „Initial‟ and

„Mem_Input_Sel‟ are used to select the appropriate inputs from the set of D registers as
shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Schematic of the control signals for selecting inputs to the multiplier from
various sources
Second clock cycle of operation
The addition of the aligned addend and the product of the multiplier are
performed in this clock cycle. Normalization requires the number of leading zeros present
in the 35 bit adder result. The components used in the second clock cycle are
a) 35 bit Adder
b) LZC
A local clock was used to compute the two additions and the count of leading
zeros within a single clock cycle of the global clock. The working of „35 bit adder‟ and
the „leading zero counter‟ was explained in Chapter four.
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35 bit Adder
The adder computes the addition of a 35 bit aligned addend and 22 bits of product
of multiplier. There is a control logic which determines the operations that are performed
using the adder. „TWOCOMPSEL‟ was the signal used to select the level of addition. In
this thesis, level of addition denotes the number of additions required to account for two's
complement addition. In effect we will have two levels of addition for two's complement
operation. The outputs of multiplier and the shifted addend are selected if the value of
„TWOCOMPSEL‟ is „zero‟. The output from the thirty five bit adder is selected if the
value of „TWOCOMPSEL‟ is „one‟. After the addition is completed, this signal is reset
back to zero at the negative edge of the adder clock.

Figure 5-9 : Schematic of the control logic used for the adder
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Figure 5-10 : Schematic of the control logic for effective addition/subtraction
The signal „INVSEL‟ was used to select the inverted output from the adder for
two‟s complement subtraction. Figure 5-9 shows the schematic of the control logic used
for the 35 bit addition.
The signal „ADDB‟ denotes effective addition or subtraction of the FMA
operation. Operations like

and

are treated as effective

addition operations. The signal „signAB‟ denotes the effective sign of the multiplier
output.
Leading Zero Counter
The final step during the second clock cycle is the calculation of the count of
leading zeros. This is done using a LZC and its working was detailed in chapter four. The
output of the 35 bit adder was triggered at the positive edge of the LZC clock. Figure 5-5
gives the timing diagram of clocks of adder and the leading zero counter during the
second clock cycle.
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Third Clock cycle of operation
The final clock cycle of the FMA operation involves normalization and the
rounding logic. The computation of the final exponent is also done during the third clock
cycle. The operations performed in this clock cycle are
a) Normalization
b) Rounding
c) Computation of final exponent
Normalization
Normalization is performed using a 34 bit left shifter. The output of the 35 bit
adder is fed as the input to the left shifter. The amount of shift is decided by the LZC.
The sticky bit used for rounding is calculated at the end of the left shift
Rounding
The final step in the FMA involves the rounding of the normalized output.
Rounding to nearest was performed using the 11 bit adder. The details of rounding logic
were provided in chapter four. The rounding was performed only once after the
completion of all computations. This was possible with the help of a gated round clock as
shown in Figure 5-5. The output of rounding logic is the result of

in

normalized FP format.
Computation of final exponent
The final exponent is computed as shown in Figure 4-22 and is explained in the
section preceding the mentioned diagram. The final exponent may be incremented by one
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because of a single one bit right shift that might be necessary to denote the result in
normalized format.
Conclusion
This chapter described the operation of the FMA as a sequence of events starting
from the first clock cycle to the final result in the third clock cycle. The output of the
FMA is obtained at the start of the fourth clock cycle. The results of the FMA operation
are given in chapter eight.
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CHAPTER SIX
TESTABILITY
Testability can also be defined as the controllability and observability of a circuit
to determine defects. Failures in the operation of digital circuit are addressed in the
testing process. Testing is performed either at the transistor level or logical level. The
standard fault model for logic level testing is a stuck at model. There are also advanced
self testing schemes like Built-In Self Testing (BIST) schemes which are widely used in
memory testing. The presence of dedicated hardware testing methodology like BIST in a
microchip is area intensive. Testability also involves the identification of minimum test
patterns to a logic circuit [32].
Objective
Some hardware techniques for testing were analyzed but the identification of
hardware faults is time consuming as well as very exhaustive. Such an approach is
possible for critical parts of the design. Even then, it is unlikely to confidently predict
hardware component to be working functionally. The best practice for larger designs is
to prove the correct functionality of the circuit for all possible input combinations.
In the case of large designs, the usual practice is to identify the most critical part
of the design and associate a testing method with that critical circuit. This approach
simplified the time for testing and satisfied the proper working of the logic block that is
most frequently used.
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Behavior model based Test
The complexity of the floating point operation increases the number of cases to be
tested [33]. In order to speed up the process of finding the initial vectors, the behavioral
model of the ALU using Verilog HDL was used. The actual hardware was mimicked in
the software and the required nodes were checked for the occurrence of a pattern of data.
[34]
Ident ificat ion of crit ical component
The multiplier block is the most frequently used component in this thesis. This is
because part of FMA hardware unit was used in the division operation.
OPERATIONAL MULTIPLIER ADDER

LEADING

MODES OF

ZERO

FMA BASED

COUNTER

SHIFTER

ALU
FP addition, FP

33.33%

22.22%

11.11%

66.66%

83.33%

22.22%

-

50%

subtraction, FP
multiplication
FP Division

Table 6-1 : Table of percentage use of various hardware components for different
operational modes
The first step is the identification of the critical elements of the design. Table 5-1
shows the activity of each hardware component with respect to the total number of clock
cycles as a percentage. The rounding logic was not included in the above analysis
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because rounding is the final step in all the operational modes. The exponent addition
logic block is also not included because the delay in the calculation is very less compared
to the other critical components.
The multiplier is active for the first clock cycle in FMA operation and is active for
five clock cycles of operation in the case of FP division. The adder is active for the
second clock cycle in FMA and for two clock cycles of operation in the case of FP
division. The shifter is active for first as well as third clock cycle in FMA and for three
clock cycles in the case of FP division.
In addition to the above consideration of activity, special mention of the
complexity of a component should also be taken into consideration. The logic levels of
the multiplier and the shifters are almost similar but the complexity of the multiplication
is far greater than the shifter. The adder was also not considered because it is dependent
on the output of the multiplier. The normalizing shifter is dependent on the output of the
adder. Stated otherwise, it is imperative that testing is performed for the multiplier.
Mult iplier testabilit y
Hardware Circuit for test
The multiplier consists of Booth encoder, 3:2 compressors and 4:2 compressors.
The different logic levels of the multiplier are reduced by means of compressors. The
approach was to test the single most important hardware circuit which will definitely
satisfy the testing goals. Fault identification should also be easier for such tests.
The modified booth encoder was also investigated as an option to be tested but
was rejected because of the number of such components (72) and the difficulty in arriving
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at a minimal set of vectors for the same. The 3:2 compressors occupy the middle of logic
levels in the multiplier tree. This made it very difficult to identify a pattern. Also, the tree
structure consists of two levels of 3:2 compressors. Thus, a test involving the middle
logic level would be difficult as well as non-generic.
The 4:2 compressor forms the final logic level of the multiplier tree. This
component produced the maximum reduction of bits. The 4:2 compressor is the only
component that was custom designed in the multiplier. The rest of the components were
basically taken from the standard cell library. The probability of a fault in the 4:2
compressor is greater than those components from the standard cell library. Thus, 4:2
compressors were used to test the operation of the multiplier.
Steps for identification of input vectors
The 11 X 11 bit multiplier can result in as much as 1 million combinations. The
4:2 compressors have 4 inputs of data, which implies there are a maximum of 16 input
patterns that are possible. For e.g., The inputs were observed for the twenty 4:2
compressors in the ALU design by using the behavior model of the multiplier using
Verilog HDL. These were arranged for each compressor and written in an output file.
The output consists of a million combinations and the output file was analyzed to
generate the least set of test vectors.
The output data from behavioral model was then fed to a Perl program. A Perl
program was used to produce the combinations of inputs that appear for each 4:2
compressor. Another Perl program was then used to detect a set of vectors that have
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unique data. But the nature of the output warranted the iterative approach to solve the
problem resulting in the overlap of certain data in a few compressors.
Thus a partial automation was used to create a set of vectors that correspond to all
combinations of data that occur in each 4:2 compressor. A maximum of three iterations
were used to identify thirty one vectors which can pseudo exhaustively test the 4:2
compressors in the multiplier.
If there is any fault in a particular column, we can easily track the upper layers of
4:2 compressors and the modified booth encoder for errors. This type of test cannot claim
to be the most effective as the identification of minimum number of vectors is dependent
on the semi automation. Yet, this method can definitely claim to include the complete test
of the multiplier block.
The twenty bits of multiplier output are based on the output of 4:2 compressors.
Also, careful analysis of the data found that certain compressors (10-17) are the most
critical and have large variability of outputs. For e.g., the compressors (10-17) result in
the combinations of 0-15 combinations whereas certain others like 20th compressor result
in just 2 or 3 as combinations of data.
Fault coverage of test =

= 90.09%

Testability in Layout
The multiplier block was created in layout and was tested for the test set by
providing a piece wise linear input. The input capacitance calculation is shown in the
Appendix C.
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Table 6-2 : Table of input combinations to the 4:2 compressor
Table 6-2 shows the input patterns occurring in the 4:2 compressors. Any error
could be traced by observing the data at the input and output of the 4:2 compressors. The
error can be easily found in the upper reduction levels if the expected bit pattern is not
obtained at the input of 4:2 compressor. The other scenario could be an error in the 4:2
compressor itself. In such cases, the output of the multiplier can be checked for the
correctness.
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Figure 6-1 : Layout and schematic symbol of 11 X 11 bit multiplier
Conclusion
Testability forms a critical part of any design. This chapter dealt with the
generation of a minimum number of test vectors which proved the correct functionality of
the multiplier used in this thesis.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FP DIVISION

This chapter deals with the description of hardware circuitry used in the FP
division. The FP division was implemented in six clock cycles. The structure of this
chapter is from the point of view of clock cycles and the computation of FP division is
described progressively for each clock cycle.
Introduction to division
Inputs for FP division
Let us consider

to be the dividend and

denote the sign bits of

and

.

denote the exponents of

and .

to be the divisor operands.
denote the significand bits of

and

.

Iterative division
Newton-Raphson algorithm uses Newton's method to converge to the quotient
[35]. The strategy of Newton-Raphson is to find the reciprocal of the divisor and multiply
it by the dividend to find the final quotient . In numerical analysis, Newton's method
can often converge quickly, especially if the iteration begins "sufficiently near" the
desired value.
Algorithm for Newton Raphson
The steps of Newton-Raphson are:
Step 1: Compute successively more accurate estimates of the reciprocal (X1...Xi − 1...Xk)
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Step 2: Compute the quotient by multiplying the dividend by the reciprocal of the divisor
Q = Dividend ( ) * Reciprocal (Xk)
Assuming the divisor is scaled between 0.5 < B < 1, the initial estimate for the reciprocal
of the divisor with five bit approximation is
X0
- Decimal value for five bit approximated divisor value.
X0 - Five bit initial reciprocal approximation.
The convergence of Newton‟s method doubles for each iteration. A 12-bit
convergence is obtained within two iterations. This is because of the presence of the
hidden bit. The 5 bit approximation also requires just 32 rows of memory to store the
initial approximated value. It is assumed that memory read from cache takes place in the
clock

cycle

prior

to

the

start

of

any

computation

for

FP

division.

`Successively more accurate estimates of the reciprocal can be calculated using

The Newton-Raphson and Goldschmidt algorithms are the two fastest division
algorithms used in the industry. Goldschmidt algorithm uses series expansion to converge
to the quotient [36]. The strategy of Goldschmidt is to repeatedly multiply the dividend
and divisor by a factor F to converge the divisor to 1. When the dividend converges to the
quotient Q, the degree of the Taylor series rises and the algorithm approaches the correct
answer. The hardware implementation of Newton-Raphson as well as Goldschmidt is
very similar. Both methods need two multiplications per iteration and both require an
initial look-up table.
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Faster Division
There are three speedup methods for improving the time to complete FP division
1. Reduction of number of multiplications.
2. Usage of narrow multiplication.
3. Implementation of fast multiplications.
Only 2 iterations are required to find the quotient if the reciprocal approximation
is within an error bound of

for a 16-bit FP number. The performance of division can

be improved with the above mentioned speedup methods. This has made NetwonRaphson's method a common choice for high-performance CPUs.
Iterations of Newton Raphson algorithm
The Newton Raphson approach is based on the bit accuracy of the initial
approximation.
Initial approximation = X0
First Iteration = X0 (2 – BX0)
Second Iteration = X0(2 – BX0) [2 – BX0 (2 – BX0)]
The value at the end of second iteration has to be multiplied by the divisor to
compute the unrounded quotient. This quotient value will be rounded using rounded to
nearest technique to produce the final result.
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Division archit ecture
2
RIGHT
SHIFTER

B

X0
CYCLE 1

MULTIPLIER
TO ROW1 OF D
REGISTERS
(BX0)

35 BIT ADDITION (2- BX0)

A

TO ROW2 OF D
REGISTERS (2 – BX0)

RIGHT
SHIFTER

CYCLE 2

MULTIPLIER

NORMALIZATION AND
ROUNDING

2

X0

BX0

TO ROW3 OF D
REGISTERS (AX0)

2- BX0
CYCLE 3

MULTIPLIER

TO ROW1 OF D REGISTERS
(BX0. (2 –BX0))
35 BIT ADDITION (2- BX0.(2- BX0))

AX0
MULTIPLIER

2-BX0
CYCLE 4

NORMALIZATION AND
ROUNDING
TO ROW3 OF D
REGISTERS (AX0. (2BX0))

(2-BX0(2 – BX0))

(AX0. (2-BX0))

TO ROW2 OF D REGISTER (2-BX0 (2 –
BX0))

CYCLE 5

MULTIPLIER

CYCLE 6

ROUNDING
FINAL QUOTIENT

Figure 7-1 : Block Diagram of division architecture
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Usually FP division is implemented using two multipliers working in parallel. A
unique method of FP division using a single multiplier was used for the ALU. This
approach would result in an extra clock cycle for computation when compared to the two
multiplier approach.
The multiplier is the biggest and the most important block that is used in FP
division. It can be seen that the multiplier is used in every clock cycle. The complexity is
with respect to choice of inputs that are given to multiplier. This required a control logic
which chooses the inputs to the multiplier for corresponding clock cycles.
The adder is active only for two clock cycles because of gated clocks.
Normalization is performed during the addition cycle itself. This is different from the
FMA approach. The number of bits for left shift/normalization is fixed and this
eliminated the need for a leading zero counter in the case of the FP division. The trigger
for normalization is derived from the gated clocks to perform 34 bit left shift within the
same cycle.
Inputs selection to the multiplier
The inputs to the multiplier are fed using three rows of D registers. The values
stored using the D registers are updated for appropriate clock cycles as illustrated in
Table 7-1. Table 7-2 illustrates the row numbers that are used for specific clock
cycles. A select signal is used to control the input to the multiplier. Figure 7-2 shows the
input selection for a single bit. This is replicated for all the bits of the multiplier input.
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Figure 7-2 : Schematic of inputs to the multiplier for a single bit

ROW OF

CYCLE 1

CYCLE 2

CYCLE 3

CYCLE 4

CYCLE 5

MEMORY

(000)

(001)

(010)

(011)

(100)

X0

X0

Row1
Row2
Row3

X0

X0

X0 (2- X0)

X0(2- X0)

2- X0

2- X0

2- X0(2- X0)

X0

X0

X0(2- X0)

Table 7-1 : Table of inputs to multiplier
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COUNTER

VALUE OF ROW NUMBER TO

VALUE OF ROW NUMBER TO

VALUE

OPERAND „1‟ OF MULTIPLIER

OPERAND „2‟ OF MULTIPLIER

Cycle 1 (000)

1

2

Cycle 2(001)

3

2

Cycle 3(010)

1

2

Cycle 4(011)

3

2

Cycle 5(100)

3

2

(CBA)

Table 7-2 : Table of rows of D registers that are used at appropriate clock cycles
Cycle based working of FP division
As mentioned at the start of this chapter, the working of FP Division is explained
from a clock cycle point of view. The entire operation of FP division takes six clock
cycles to complete the computation.
First clock cycle of operation
The first clock cycle deals with the multiplication of the divisor and its inverse
approximated value. The components that are used for the first clock cycle are
a) Multiplier
b) Shifter
c) Exponent computation of Multiplier
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Multiplier
The significands of divisor and the inverse approximation are fed as inputs to the
multiplier as shown in Table 7-1. It is assumed that there would be a complete clock
cycle for reading the initial approximation from memory before the actual computation of
the FP division. The Wallace tree multiplier computes the sum and carry. Usually, the
FMA computes the addition by using 3:2 compressors for the next stage. Yet, the output
of the multiplier is required for computation during the third clock cycle. So, this value of
output is stored in the Row1 of D registers as soon as the counter values reach 001 as
described in Figure 5-6 of chapter five. This case occurs if „SELOP‟ is „1‟ indicating that
FP division is the operational mode of the ALU.
Shifter
The second cycle of operation consists of two‟s complement subtraction (2- X0).
The FMA is used to shift the value „2‟ to the appropriate distance based on the FMA shift
distance formula given by d =

+

–

+ m + 3-

.

In the case of FP division, the value of exponent

is represented as 10000. The

multiplication of any FP number and it‟s reciprocal in normalized form produces an
exponent result of 1. The actual shift in the case of FP division becomes 12 because all
the numbers are constant irrespective of the divisor used. The 34 bit shifter is hardwired
with 12 as the shift input when „SELOP‟ is „1‟ indicating a FP division mode of
operation. The 34 bit right shifter described in chapter four was implemented using the
multiplexer from the standard cell library.
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Figure 7-3 : Schematic of inverse approximation‟s exponent calculation
Exponent Computation of inverse approximation of divisor
The exponent of the inverse approximated value was computed from the exponent
of the divisor.
Calculation of exponent of inverse approximation =

.

Figure 7-3 shows the computation using two‟s complement adder and the value is
used as the exponent of the inverse approximation of the divisor. In other words, the
look-up table is only for the storage of the significand of the numbers. The inputs to the
row1 and row3 are controlled by „INITIAL‟ signal and the row 2 of D register is
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controlled by „MEM_INPUT_SEL‟. „MEM_INPUT_SEL‟ is used to maintain the initial
approximated value(X0) for two consecutive clock cycles as shown Table 7-1.

Figure 7-4 : Schematic of exponent part in the rows of D registers
Exponent Computation of the multiplier
The exponent computation of the multiplier is necessary for further computations
and it is stored in the D registers. This calculation is also required in the final exponent
computation as in the case of FMA. As soon as the counter changes to 001, the output
from the multiplier is stored in the row 1 of D registers.
Second clock cycle of operation
The second clock cycle deals with the multiplication of „ ‟ and the initial
approximated value „X0‟. The computation of 2- X0 is also done during this clock cycle.
This is analogous to the pipelined architecture of hardware components.
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The components used in this cycle are
a) Multiplier
b) 35 bit Adder
c) 34 bit shifter
d) Exponent Calculation of 2- X0
Multiplier
The significands of „X0 „ and „ ‟ are fed as inputs to multiplier. These values are
from the second and the third row of D registers. The computed value of X0 is fed into
the third row of D register when the counter value changes to 010.
35 bit adder
The computation of 2- X00 is done during the second clock cycle. The value of B
X0 was obtained from the multiplier. The 35 bit adder of the FMA is used for two‟s
complement subtraction. The inputs to the adder are exactly the same as that of FMA.
Leading Zero Count
There is a slight change in the calculation of leading zero count when compared to
the FMA. In the case of the FMA, the leading zeros are counted using a leading zero
counter. In the case of FP division, this is unnecessary because there are either 13 or 14
leading zeros. This is due to fixed shift of 12 which took place in the first clock cycle.
34 bit left shifter
At the positive edge of LZCCLK, the output of the 35 bit adder is normalized
using a 34 bit shifter. There might be case where there is a leading zero in the normalized
output. This might require a one bit left shift and a corresponding increment of final
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exponent by 1. This final left shift should occur only for FP division and is controlled
using the control signal shown in Figure 7-5. In case, the MSB of the 34 bit shifter is non
zero, there is no need for a one bit left shift. As soon as the counter value changes to 010,
this value is stored in the second row D registers.

Figure 7-5 : Schematic of control signal for one bit left shift

Exponent Calculation of 2- X0
Figure 4-22 of chapter four shows the procedure for calculating the exponent of the
FMA. The one bit left shift necessitates an increment of the calculated exponent by 1 as
shown in Figure 7-6. In case, there is no one bit left shift, the exponent computed using

the FMA is the final exponent. As soon as the counter changes to 010, this value is stored
in the second row of D registers.
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Figure 7-6: Schematic of update of exponent for one bit left shift
Third clock cycle of operation
The third clock cycle of operation deals with the computation of

X0.(2 – X0).

X0 is available in row 1 of D registers and (2 – X0) is available in row 2 of D registers.
„SELIP‟ signal is set to 0 which indicates that the inputs to the multiplier are available
from the first row of D registers.
The adder waits for the output from the multiplier to compute the next set of
operations. This multiplication is also very similar to previously explained techniques.
The tricky aspect of FP division is the presence of many control signals when compared
to the FMA. As soon as the counter value changes to 011, multiplier output is stored into
the first row of D registers. The exponent of multiplier is updated in parallel.
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Fourth clock cycle of operation
Addition and Normalization
The fourth clock cycle of operation consists of the computation of (2 – BX0 ( 2BX0)). This is performed by means of the FMA adder as already explained in the second
clock cycle of operation. Again, the clocks are gated only when counter values are „001‟
and „011‟. At the end of clock cycle, the final result might need a one left shift similar to
case mentioned in the second clock cycle. As soon as the counter changes to 100, the
output of the shifter is stored in the second row of D registers.
Multiplication
The multiplication of X0. (2- X0) is computed during the fourth clock cycle. As
soon as the counter changes to 100, the output of the multiplier is stored in the third row
of the D registers.
Fifth clock cycle of operation
The fifth clock cycle computes the multiplication of

X0.(2- X0) .(2-

X0(2-

X0). The output of this operation gives the quotient of the FP division in an unrounded
form.
Sixth Clock cycle of operation
The final step in the FP division involves the rounding of the output of the
multiplier. Rounding to nearest was performed using the 11 bit adder. The details of
rounding logic were provided in chapter four. The rounding was performed only once
after the completion all computations. This was possible with the help of a gated round
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clock as shown in Figure 5-5. The output of rounding logic is the result of

in

normalized FP format.
Conclusion
This chapter dealt with the implementation of FP division. The quotient is
obtained at the start of the seventh clock cycle for normal FP division. FP division is the
most complex operation in the ALU. The number of operations in a pipeline increased
the complexity. The inputs to the multiplier were manipulated at appropriate clock cycles.
The rest of the operation is similar to the FMA. The quotient is obtained immediately in
case of an overflow or an underflow. Chapter eight gives a specific example of an
overflow in FP division.
In special cases of an exception, the values are not stored in memory and the
entire state of the ALU is maintained. These are controlled by the signals that activate the
memory. The correct significand and the exponent values are also shown as the output.
The next chapter deals with the results of the ALU obtained from IC station of Mentor
Graphics.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
This chapter presents the results of the ALU and a comparison of the 4:2
compressors using full adder and pass gate multiplexer. There are two test cases which
show the handling of an FP exception.
4:2 Compressor
The 4:2 compressor built using the pass gate multiplexer was found to be 7 times
faster than the 4:2 compressor built using full adder. The performances of layout of these
compressors were compared. The output of the 4:2 compressor is fed to a buffer in the
actual multiplier circuit. While testing, the input capacitance of the buffer was used as the
load for the 4:2 compressors.

Figure 8-1 : Layout of pass gate multiplexer
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Figure 8-2 : Waveform showing the delay comparison
The possible reasons might be the difference in number of logic levels between
the 4:2 compressors. Another reason is the sizing of full adder in the standard cell,
number of transistors and the increased diffusion area causing increased parasitic
capacitances.
Results of FMA
Case 1
The following test involves the computation of
:

; :

; :
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First clock cycle
Cycle 1 deals with the computation of

and the shift of the addend as shown

in Figure 8-3. The shift value that was computed is shown in the waveform as „Shift‟ and
the output of the multiplier is expressed as „Multiplier_sig‟ and „Multiplier_exp‟.

Figure 8-3 : Waveform of first clock cycle
Second clock cycle
The second clock cycle of operation deals with the addition of

using a

35 bit adder. Clock gating was used to produce clocks for two additions and a leading
zero counter. The waveform also shows control signal which controls the number of
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additions that are required. For e.g., the signal‟s value would be „0‟ at the start of the
clock cycle. In the case of 2‟s complement subtraction, another addition that is required.
This is taken care by control logic that generates a signal shown in Figure 8-4. The delay
of the adder circuit is 4.96ns. Leading zero counter is activated once the addition is
completed and it computes the number of leading zeros in the adder result. This value is
fed into the normalization logic at the start of third cycle.

Figure 8-4 : Waveform of the second clock cycle
Third clock cycle
The third clock cycle deals with the actual left shift or normalization. Rounding to
nearest was also performed for the result of the normalized output. The final result is
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given by „Final_sig‟ and „Final_exp‟ in the waveform.

The final result should be

.

INPUTS/OUTPUT

BINARY

DECIMAL

0 01101 1110100110
0 01001 1010111011
0 01111 0101010100
Final Result

0 01111 0101100001

1.344* 20

Table 8-1 : Table of results for

Figure 8-5 : Waveform of the third clock cycle
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Case 2 (

)

The following test involves the computation of
:

; :

The result is

; :

.

which is obtained at the start of the fourth clock cycle. All

values are clocked at the positive edge of clock. The answer is given by „Final_sig‟ and
„Final_exp‟.

INPUTS/OUTPUT

BINARY

DECIMAL

1 01101 1110100110
1 00101 1010111011
1 10011 0101010100
Final Result

1 10011 0101010100
Table 8-2 : Table of results for –
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–

Figure 8-6 : Waveform of –
Result of FP Division
The following test case involves the computation of
=

;

=

; X0 =

The first cycle of operation computes
second cycle computes 2 –
cycle computes

X0 (2-

X0 and stores the value in memory. The

X0 and X0 and stores these values in memory. The third
X0). The fourth clock cycle uses the previous value and

computes (2 – X0(2 – X0)). This cycle also involves the computation of X0(2 – X0).
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These values are also stored in memory. The last cycle computes

X0(2 –

X0(2 – X0)).
INPUTS/OUTPUT

BINARY

A

0 10101 0000101110

B

1 10000 0011101111

X0

0 01101 1010001001

Final Result

1 10011 0100011101

DECIMAL

Table 8-3 : Table of results for FP division

Figure 8-7 : Waveform of FP division
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X0) (2 –

FP exceptions
The underflow and overflow exceptions were handled as part of this thesis.
„Underflow_Exception‟ and „Overflow_Exception‟ are the signals that indicate exception
and also make corresponding changes to the significand and the exponent.

Figure 8-8 : Schematic of circuits that handle FP exceptions
The entire ALU is held in the same state of operation if an exception occurs. The
clocks that control the various components of the ALU are gated by the exception flag.
As a result, the different components cannot be activated. Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9
shows the circuits that handle such situations. The final result is manipulated to represent
such exceptions. The overflow and underflow would make the significand of the output
as „0‟. The exponent is given as 11111 or 00000 to represent
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and zero.

Figure 8-9 : Schematic of update of exponent and significand in case of FP exception
FP Underflow
The underflow exception results when the FP number is too small to be
represented by a normalized FP number. A flush to zero was performed to denote such
small numbers. This was performed for both FMA and FP division. A case of underflow
for FMA is shown in Table 8-4.
INPUTS/OUTPUT

BINARY

A

0 00001 1110100110

B

1 00011 1010111011

X0

0 01010 0101010100

Final Result

1 00000 0000000000

DECIMAL

Table 8-4 : Table of results of underflow in FMA
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Figure 8-10 : Waveform of underflow exception in FMA
FP Overflow
The overflow exception occurs when the number is too large to be represented as
a normalized FP number. The output is shown as

infinity based on the sign of the result.

A test case of FP overflow is shown in Table 8-5 and Figure 8-11 .
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INPUTS/OUTPUT

BINARY

DECIMAL

0 11010 1010111000
0 01001 0000100010
X0

0 10100 1110110101

Final Result

0 11111 0000000000

Table 8-5 : Table of overflow results in FP division

Figure 8-11: Waveform of overflow exception in FP division
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Conclusion
The 16 bit FP ALU was designed and implemented successfully. The FMA
offered significant advantages when compared to the separate FP adder, FP multiplier
and FP divider. The separate FP adder and FP multiplier would have produced a scalar
product in four clock cycles and is a very hardware intensive solution. The FMA offered
the advantage of combining all the operations in a single hardware. Normal FMA
operations compute the result in three clock cycles.
Different architectures were investigated as possible options for the FMA. The
reasons for the choice of FMA are given in chapter three. A fast multiplier was
implemented with the least possible number of reduction levels. The multiplier is the
most complex component and very few changes are possible in the multiplier. The
standard cell multiplexer was used in components like the shifter. Looking back at the
implementation, the pass gate multiplexer could have been used to improve the speed of
operation. It is believed that such an implementation might not entirely result in latency
reduction but would have resulted in significant power reductions. It is also believed that
the components of the standard cell library are area intensive and power hungry.
The design of the adder is another implementation where an alternate approach
could have been used. The architecture of the FMA negated any benefits that could be
made possible by implementing with carry look ahead adders. In other words, the
architecture defined the way in which the design was implemented. An asynchronous
approach is also very difficult for such a complex design.
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All the required specifications mentioned in chapter one were met successfully.
The material in this thesis could be expanded to include calculations involving
denormalized and special numbers. Such an improvement could also help in including
exceptions like NaN and division by zero. Another area of improvement is the
implementation of the initial look up table for the iterative division algorithm. A fast
SRAM based cache memory could have been designed to store the initial look-up value.
This thesis consists of a design to prove the functionality of the ALU. Testing methods
like BIST, exhaustive test set for all logic blocks could also be included to expand the
testing scheme that was currently performed in this thesis. Such improvements would
replicate the design of major components used in a micro-processor.
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APPENDIX A

Floating point number system
The IEEE has standardized the representation for binary floating-point numbers as
IEEE 754 and this standard is popularly used in modern computers. There are several
formats with increasing levels of accuracy. The 16 (Half), 32 (Single), 64 (Double) and
128 (Quadruple) bits are the FP precisions used in IEEE 754.The different formats are
explained in this appendix.
IEEE 754 standard specification for binary32/single precision:
SIGN BIT

EXPONENT WIDTH

SIGNIFICAND PRECISION

1

8

24 (23 bits explicitly stored)

Table A-3: Table of 32 bit format for FP numbers
There is one implicit leading bit in the actual significand whose value is '1' except
for one condition, when the exponent is stored with all zeros. While representing the
number it will have only 23 bits, but the actual precision is 24 bits.
IEEE 754 standard specification for binary64/double precision:
SIGN BIT

EXPONENT WIDTH

SIGNIFICAND PRECISION

1

11

53 (52 bits explicitly stored)

Table A- 4 : Table of 64 bit format for FP numbers
This also contains a single implicit bit. While representing the number it will
have only 53 bits, but the actual precision is 54 bits. This binary format uses 8 bytes. As a
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generalization, all the inputs to the floating point ALU were considered to normalized
with a hidden bit of 1.
Least commonly uses floating point formats
There is an 80 bit floating point representation which is also called as extended
precision format/long double/quadruple precision. There are other excessively small
floating point formats called as minifloats and microfloats. Although these formats are
not used popularly there is certain significance for these formats. Microfloats are floating
point format using 8 bits or less which can fit in a byte. This format is very useful for
learning and working with floating point‟s arithmetic using pencil and paper. It can be
useful as an educational tool for implementing floating point algorithms.
Minifloat is a floating point format which uses 16 bits or less for the
representation. The hardware support for this floating point format is provided by nVidia
graphics cards including GeForce FX and Quadro FX 3D and it also used by Industrial
Light and Magic company for their OpenEXR standard. Pixar use it as the native format
for raw output rendered frames i.e. before converting to a compressed format like DVD,
HDTV, or imaging on photographic film for exhibition in a theater. This format is
sufficient to represent light levels in a rendered image. When comparing the 32-bit
floating-point format with 16-bit format it presents quite a few advantages, it requires
only half of the memory space, the addition and multiplication operations takes less than
half the time of computation and about 1/4 as many transistors. The computer-graphics
field completely utilizes the power of the floating-point format because they use the value
of floating-point to represent pixels.
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APPENDIX B
Architectures of Fused multiply add

Figure B- 1: Block diagram of three path FMA
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Figure B- 2: Block diagram of bridge FMA
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APPENDIX C
Capacitance calculation for load of Multiplier
Calculation of capacitance for load
The next stage after the multiplier block is the D register which triggers the output
of the multiplier into the adder block.
Oxide Capacitance
Oxide Capacitance =

=

Overlap capacitance per unit width
, where

and

are the overlap capacitance per unit

gate width and are obtained from the model file.
µm
µm
Gate capacitances of D flip flop
The gate capacitance =

A variation of 50% was used as a load for the capacitance at each node of the multiplier.
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APPENDIX D

Figure D- 1: Complete layout of ALU
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